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To Change In A Good Way 
By Simon Ortiz 

Poet Simon Ortiz, from Acoma Pueblo, champion of 
the .1993 World Heavyweight Poetry Bout joins much
loved authors Byrd Baylor and Gary Paul Nabhan on 
May 4 at "Voices of the Land," a benefit reading for 
Native Seeds/SEARCH. See page 5 for details. 

"To Change In A Good Way" was originally published 
in Rght Back: For the Sake of the People, For the Sake of 

the L and (/NAD Literary Journal, 1:1). The 1980 volume 
commemorates "the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 and our 
warrior Grandmothers and Grandfathers." We first printed 
the poem in Seed head News 27 in 1989, but we like it a 
lot and we think new members will enjoy it too. 

A revised version of the poem is included in Ortiz's 
recent collection Woven Stone (University of Arizona 
Press). These excerpts are reprinted with permission. 

(Bill, an electrician's helper from Oklahoma, 
lives with his Wife, Ida, in a mobile home park. 
At work at the mine, he becomes friends 
with Pete from Laguna Pueblo.) 

You're lucky you got some land Pete, 

Bill would say. 
It's not much but it's some land, 

Pete would agree. 

He and Mary, his wife, had a small garden 
which they'd plant in the spring. 

Chili, couple rows of sweetcom, squash, 
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beans, even had lettuce, cucumbers, 

and radishes, onions. 

They irrigated from the small stream, 
the Rio de San Jose, which runs through 

Acoma and Laguna land. 
Ida just had the clay red ground 

which she had planted that first spring 

they'd spent in New Mexico with lettuce 

and radishes and com, but the only thing 

that ever really came up was the com 

and it was kind of stunted and wilty looking. 

She watered the little patch 

from the little green plastic hose 

hooked up to the town water system 
that started running dry about mid-June. 

(One Saturday the tWo couples run into each 
other, and return to Bill and Ida's trailer to visit. 
The two women become friends. Mary and Pete 
have three kids, Ida and Bill, none. Bill has 
a younger brother. Slick, who is in Vietnam. 
His photo sits on the TV stand shelf) 

Ida took Mary outside 

to show her her garden. 

It's kinda hard trying to grow anything 

here, Ida said, different from Oklahoma. 

Mary said, I think you need something 

in it, Ida, to break up the packed clay. 

Maybe some sheep stuff. 

I'll tell Pete to bring you some. 

The next weekend Pete brought some sheep stuff 

and spread it around the wilty plants. 

Work it around and into the ground, 
he said, but it'll be till next year 

that it will be better. 
(continued on page 6) 



A Celebration of Desert 

Cultures 
By Wendy Laird, Sonoran Institute 

Tohono O'odham children dance at Caborca. 

Nearly 400 people participated in "A Celebration of 

Desert Cultures" March 2-4 in Caborca, Sonora, Mexico. 

This event, sponsored in part by Native Seeds/SEARCH, the 

Arizona Historical Society, and others, brought together 
individuals from all over Sonora, Arizona, California, and 

New Mexico. 
During seven concurrent sessions, panelists explored 

the impacts of developing eco- or heritage-based tourism in 

the shared border region. A lively discussion took place 

over the impacts of the North American Free Trade Agree

ment (NAFT A) and the recent passage in California of 

Proposition 187 (which, among other things, bars illegal 

entrants from receiving state schooling or medical care and 

requires teachers and doctors to report those suspected of 
undocumented status). Angelo Joaquin, Jr., described Native 

Seeds' recently approved tenets on intellectual property 

rights. Stories were shared about "EI Carbunco," a desert 

creature the size of a small rabbit with a headlight for an eye 
that disappears when approached. 

O'odham, Cucupa, and indigenous groups from the 

Colorado River also participated. 0' odham youth performed 

dances and the Topawa TO:KA League demonstrated this 

traditional women's stickball game. 
The celebration was commemorated by a "Sonoran 

People's Tapestry," now being woven by fiber artist Ann 

Keuper, from items participants brought to the conference, 

including bead work, feathers shells, a T-shirt, poem, and 

more. The completed tapestry will be displayed at the 

Arizona Historical Society, University of Sonora and other 

location� throughout the region. 

The conference was the third international event 
convened by the International Sonoran Desert Alliance, in 

conjunction with the Sonoran Institute and Friends of 

PRONA TURA, University of Sonora, and the municipality 
of Caborca. Tapes of each session are available at cost from 
the Sonoran Institute, 7290 E. Broadway Blvd, Suite M, 

Tucson, AZ 857 10. Phone: 520-290-0828. 

Gardens, Eats, 
and Workshops
March Madness at 

Sylvester House 
By Kevin Gaither-Banchoff 

After a wet and mild winter, spring has arrived in 

southern Arizona. We are enjoying the best wildflower 

display (and worst allergy season) in more than flfteen 

years. Senses dance from the eye-popping brilliance of 

California and Mexican poppies, desert marigolds, globe 

mallows, flat-top buckwheat, lupines, and more. 

The progress at Sylvester House is a delight. Thanks to 

many generous Native Seeds members, volunteers, and 
friends, renovations continue at a steady pace. A successful 

year-end fundraising drive helped us to attain 80 percent of 

our $255,000 goal. Contributions include the following 

grants and gifts: 

$70,000 Anderson Estate 

10,000 CS Fund (challenge grant) 

20,000 Sol Goldman Charitable Trust 

10,000 Southwestern Foundation 

22,000 Lawson Valentine Foundation 

500 Donald Pitt Family Foundation 

60,000+ Donations and pledges from 

more than 800 members, friends, and 

customers. Donations range from 

$5 to $5,000. Thank you one and all! 

All of our staff and volunteers have been very busy. The 
seed bank is running at full speed as new accessions stream 

in from northwestern Mexico and New Mexico, thanks to a 
generous grant from the Educational Foundation of America 

New NS/S Director Angelo Joaquin, Jr., welcomes guests 

to the brunch honoring Mahina Drees. 



The two Head Honchos: Angelo Joaquin, Jr., has taken over from Mahina Drees as director of Native Seeds/SEARCH. 

for new collections of rare and endangered crops. We have another 150 notes of congratulations with donations to help 
completed the interiors of both Sylvester House buildings. finish Sylvester House. Among the guests at the brunch 
The research library is being organized. New Executive were two members of the Herlihy family who grew up at 
Director Angelo Joaquin, Jr., has moved in and set up Sylvester House in the 1930s. 
office. Outside, we're making fresh adobe for the building As Sylvester House starts to "bear fruit" in new and 

exteriors. Garden- exciting ways, it becomes another opportunity for Native 
ers Bob Stone and Seeds to share our message of cultural and biological 
Henry Soto, with diversity. With your continued help, this year we will 
the help of interns complete the building renovations, plant an heirloom 
volunteers, and orchard, and develop the remaining garden sites. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Herlihy and 

Joyce Herlihy. George and Joyce 

grew up at Sylvester House. 

Jon O'Neal, from 
Project Ayuda 
have installed 
over two dozen 
garden beds, 
produced several 
lavish harvests, 
and completed 
much of the 
landscaping. The 
grounds and 
spring gardens are 
beautiful. A 
heartfelt thank 
you to B&B 

Cactus Farm, Desert Survivors, Desert Tree l"arm and 
Mesquite Valley Nursery for donating palo verde, acacia, 
mesquite, and other native trees and plants for landscaping. 

In the garden, Bob is growing Paiute sweet corn, 

intercropped with Red-Seed watermelon, Papago Vayo 

bean, Hopi Rattle gourds, Tarahumara Canarios, Yoeme 

(Yaqui) Kama, and Espanola Valley favas, among other 
varieties. Everything is green and lush, and we expect 
another excellent harvest early this summer. Although still 
under construction, Sylvester House is beginning to take on 
its finished form. 

Sylvester House was the site of three education and 
fundraising events in March. Bob and Henry conducted a 
gardening workshop for 2 1  people. Seed curator Linda 
Parker hosted a Seed Banking workshop in conjunction with 
the Society of Ethnobiology' s conference at the U. of 
Arizona. The biggest event, a brunch on March 12, brought 
together 1 19 people to a "changing of the gourd" celebration 
that honored outgoing director Mahina Drees and welcomed 
Angelo Joaquin, Jr., as the new head honcho. We received 

r 
Sylvester House Wish List 

• Work gloves • Sink sprayer • File cabinets 
• Dishes, glasses, bowls, saucepans • Card tables 
• Funnels • Wheel barrow • Shovel • Native 
plants and trees • Rototi l ler • Outdoor chairs 
• Volunteer gardeners 

Please call Kevin Gaither-Banchoff at 327-9123 if 

Native Seeds/SEARCH Founders. Barney T. Burns, 

Mahina Drees, and Gary Paul Nabhan, three of the four 

co-founders of NS/S, pose at the brunch honoring 

Mahina. The fourth founder is Karen Reichhardt. 
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More from Sacred Mountain 

Looking for Tobacco 
By Bruce Campbell 

Coming unexpectedly upon a stand of the wild native 
tobacco (Nicotianna attenuata) is always an 
exciting plant event. Tobacco has been collected 
and maybe cultivated by Indian people for 
generations. Whenever I come across the plant in 
the "wild," I think, "somebody has been here," 
maybe a long time ago, but the tobacco is still 
here like an old friend. I don't think of tobacco 
and certain other native annuals, such as sun
flowers, gourds, beeweed, and datura, as being 
completely wild. They need something or 
someone to stir the soil for them- pack rats or 
ground squirrels to kick dirt over the seeds, 
livestock to cut up the soil and step down on 
seeds at a water tank, or maybe just the wind 
blowing cinders over the lee side of a mesa. 

Bill Beaver up at Sacred Mountain spoke of 
the tobacco as "the old man who moves around." 
Some years we might find it growing at Straw
berry Crater. The next year not there, but down 
by Dove Tank. Some years 
we wouldn't find it at all, 
and we'd wonder, where 
did it go? For years, Bill 
had collected it and taken it 
to his friends at Hopi. In 
the collecting and trans
porting, we would often 
end up with a lot of 
seeds- tiny, minute seeds 
like poppy seeds. But 
though we tried to cultivate 
it in our own 
gardens, it wouldn't come up. 

One day, I was going out to cut wood, 
up around Indian Flats. Just as I was leaving, 
Bill came out and handed me a quart jar of 
tobacco seeds. "Scatter these around," he said. 
Late in the afternoon I was back up in the hills 
with a load of wood, ready to start back when I 
remembered the seeds. I was in a hurry to get 
back, and I just dumped them out the window 
while I was driving along and forgot about 
them. Next summer, about mid-July, we were 
looking for tobacco again and not finding it. 
Then I remembered the seeds up near Indian 
Flats. Sure enough, there were about forty 
plants up there. 

Again the year went around, into the 
summer of 1982. I had had a restless year, 
feeling it was time to move out of Sacred Mountain, though 
I loved the place. Worried about my future, my love life in 

shambles, I was driving out o f  Flagstaf f  one a fternoon, 
taking the long way around the San Francisco Peaks, 
wandering the back roads, driving slowly through the hills 
around Indian Flats, distracted, unhappy. 

My body reacted before my mind. I slammed on the 
brakes, and my mouth fell open. There, where the year 
before had been about 40 tobacco plants, were now about 
400,00, all in flower with beautiful tiny white blossoms, all 
up and down the road, and on both sides as far as I could 
see, a quarter mile or more. I was amazed. Everything in 
my world was looking pretty bad, and here was this 

fantastic gi ft. I filled the back of the 
truck, picking only from the middle of 
the road. 

There was something of a 
tobacco stampede. Folks came from as  
far away as  Zuni. Bill told friends from 

Second Mesa about it, and they came to the store one day 
to get us to show them where it was growing. Bill and I got 
in the back of the truck, and off we went. "Turn here! Left 
up ahead!" That six miles back up in the hills, a summer 

outing, wild, ribald joking as  we 
went along. But when we got up 
to the tobacco fields, there were 
several minutes of the most 
sincere praying, giv-ing thanks for 

the plants. Then we filled the truck. It was as if we hadn't 
touched the area, there were so many plants. 

During the next few weeks, we 
harvested quite a bit more, 

washing the plants in a metal 
stock tank of fresh water 
and hanging them up to 

dry. And whenever some of 
our friends came to the store, 

medicine people, old timers, 
we'd give them a bundle of 

tobacco. One time it was old Mr. 
John Begay from Blue Canyon. I 

gave him a great big bundle. He 
. turned around and around in the center 

of the store, hi s mouth open, cradling the 
tobacco a s  i f  someone had given him a 

baby. Those were good times. 
Acres of tobacco? What had happened 

was that the Espil family, Basque sheep herders, 
had been using that road to get to one of their water c 

tanks. The autumn before, Pete Espil ran a harrow .g 
over the road to keep down the weeds. The conditions co 

'" 
were perfect. Four years later, there was hardly a 

tobacco plant up there. It had moved on, maybe down the c 
S.P. Crater road, or back toward Strawberry, moving around 0 

� 
in those hills on the north side of the Peaks, out in that -ti 
beautiful country. � 



SpringtiDle in the Sierra Madre 
By Barney T. Burns 

Tarahumara Drought Relief 

The effects of last summer's devastating drought on the 
Tarahumara Indians of Chihuahua are now more obvious 
than ever. Meager harvests have already been consumed in 

many villages. The residents of these isolated ranchos, or 
villages, are dependent on relief efforts spearheaded by the 
Tarahumara Children's Hospital Fund (Box 24039, New 

Orleans, LA 70184) and the Chihuahua Tarahumara Affairs 
Office (c/o C. Luis Octavo Hijar Rivera, Calle Adolfo 

Lopez Mateos S-N, Creel, Chihuahua, Mexico). The two are 

coordinating their distribution of relief supplies. Many 
members and friends of Native Seeds/SEARCH have helped 
out with donations, and we are grateful to them. 

Garden and Forestry Projects 
The Garden/Orchard Project sponsored by NS/S and the 

Sonoran Institute purchased fruit tree seedlings last winter 

for the 28 fenced garden/orchard plots built in the 

Tarahumara villages of Rowerachi and Raramuchi. Con

struction during the winter targeted the completion of 

simple runoff catchment systems for each of the gardens. 
The State of Chihuahua Tarahumara Affairs Office has 

asked our two organizations to help expand this model 
project into five other Tarahumara communities. We have 
drafted a proposal for 20 garden/orchards for those sites. 

A model reforestation project has been partially funded. 

Our aim is to fence a four-hectare area before planting a 
diverse group of native tree seedlings. The wild tree nursery 

for this project was constructed by Juan Daniel Villalobos of 
Creel, Chihuahua. He currently has hundreds of madrono 

tree seedlings in seedbeds and is already transplanting them 
into larger containers. Several species of oak and pine 
seedlings are also being germinated. An initial crop of 

seedlings did not fare well, so we have modified our 
technique. We are also stratifying, or chilling for a period, 

seeds of several species of junipers and cedars and have 
collected local alder seeds. The wild ash seeds we collected 

did not germinate well, probably because they were not 
chilled sufficiently. This small project is the first attempt we 

know of to plant a diverse group of local tree species in 
Chihuahua. The few previous efforts focused on fast

growing pines for commercial production of logs or pulp 
wood. Our object is to preserve local biodiversity and help 
meet the needs of the Tarahumara residents. 

Surveying Natural Resources 
Last fall, Dr. Robert Bye led a research team into the 

Munerachi area and carefully surveyed that area's beargrass 
and sotol populations to determine if basketrnakers were 
overharvesting local resources. The team concluded that the 

crafts industry has not adversely affected the wild stands of 
these fiber plants. However, in the Divisidero area, they 

discovered that Tarahumara craftspeople have greatly 

overharvested both sotol and beargrass populations. Bob is 

currently drafting a proposal, to be jointly sponsored by 
Native Seeds, to study the feasibility of growing the fiber 
plants on plantations in Tarahumara land. 

Dr. Suzanne Nelson is finishing her report on the 

potential for developing non-timber forest products from the 
Sierra Tarahumara. Her conclusions will help guide Native 

Seeds and other organizations in trying to relieve the 

logging pressure on the area's few remaining old-growth 
forests. Local Tarahumara Indians and the Chihuahua State 
Tarahumara Affairs Office have expressed great interest in 

Suzanne's research. 
Chris Cutler and Pedro Palma have just completed a 

series of intensive interviews with local Tarahumara 
communities about their interest in and feelings toward 
ecotourism. The meetings were most interesting and 
productive. They illustrate just how difficult it is to benefit 
local communities through ecotourism. We hope that their 

conclusions will inspire an ecotourism project clearly 
undertaken to aid local people rather than just the tourists or 

tour operators. 

More LANDS AT images of Chihuahua, northern 
Durango, and eastern Sonora are currently being evaluated 

and exhaustively analyzed. Dana Slaymaker is concluding a 
"supervised classification" that will allow us to locate the 

remaining stands of old-growth forest in the Sierra 
Tarahumara. The intent of this laborious project is to lend 
assistance to those local indigenous communities that want 

to protect and preserve their forests. 

Voices of the Land 

Simon 
Ortiz Byrd 

Baylor Gary Paul 
Nabhan 

Thursday, May 4, 7:30 p.m. 

Tucson Center for the Performing Arts 
408 South 6th Ave., Tucson 

$5 in advance, $6 at the door 

Tickets available at 
Haunted Book Shop Antigone Books Books West Southwest 

7211 N. Northern Ave. 600 N. 4th Ave. 2452 N. Campbell 
Native Seeds/SEARCH 520-327-9123 



To Change In A Good Way (conttlfrompoge 1) 
A fter that, they'd visit each other. 
Ida would corne help Mary with her garden. 
A couple times, the kids 
went to stay with Ida 
when Bill worked graveyard or swing 
because she didn't like to be alone. 
The kids liked that too, 
staying in town or what there was 
of it at the edge of Milan 
at the mobile horne amidst others 
sitting on the clay hard ground. 
The clay had corne around to being workable 
with the sheep stuff in it. 
Ida planted radishes and lettuce 
and carrots and com, 
even tomatoes and chili, 
and she was so proud of her growing plants 
that summer. 

One afternoon, up at Section 17, 
Bill got a message from the foreman 
to call Ida .... 
Something wrong, Bill? Pete asked. 
You okay? 
Yeah, Bill said, something happened 
to Slick, the folks called from Claremore .... 

On the way horne after shift, 
Pete stopped at Bill's and Ida's .... 
Bill was sitting on the couch. 
He had a fifth of Heaven Hill halfway empty. 
Pete, Bill said, Slick's gone. 
No more Slick. Got killed by stepping 
on a mine, an American mine-
isn't that the shits, Pete? 
Darnrnit Pete, just look at that kid. 
He pointed at the photo on the TV stand. 
Pete didn't say anything at first 
and then he said, Aamoo a dyumuu, 
and put his arm around Bill's shoulders .... 

When Pete got horne, he told Mary 
what had happened .... 
That night they sat at the kitchen table 
with the kids and tied feathers 
and scraped cedar sticks 
and closed them in a cornhusk 
with cotton, beads, and tobacco. 
The next morning, Mary and Pete went by 
the mobile horne park. 
Bill and Ida were loading the last 
of their luggage into the car. 

After greetings and solaces, 
Mary said, We brought you some things. 
She gave Ida a loaf o f  Laguna bread .... 
Pete took a white com ear 

and the cornhusk bundle 
out of a paper bag he carried, 
and he showed them to Bill. 
He said, This is just a com, Bill, 
Indian com. The People call it Kasheshi. 
Just com. You take it with you, 
or you can keep it here. 
You can plant it. 
It's to know that life will keep on, 
your life will keep on. 
Just like Slick will be planted again. 
He'll be like that, like seed planted, 
like com seed, the Indian com. 
But you and Ida, your life 
will grow on. 

He put the com ear back into the bag 
and then he held out the husk bundle. 
He said, I guess I don't remember 
some of what is done, Bill, 
Indian words, songs for it, 
what it all is, even how this is made 
just a certain way but I know 
that it is important to do this. 
You take this too, but you don't keep it. 
It's for Slick, for his travel 
from this life among us 
to another place of being. 
You and Ida are not Indian, 
but it doesn't make any difference. 
It's for all o f  us, this kind of way, 
with com and this, Bill. 
You take these sticks and feathers 
and you put them somewhere you think 
you should, someplace important 
that you think might be good, maybe 
to change life in a good way, 
that you think Slick 
would be helping us with. 
And you say a few things 
about it to him when you do. 
You take it now, and I know 
it may not sound easy to do 
but don't worry yourself too much .... 

After they left, Bill went inside 
their trailer horne and took out the com. 
He looked at it for a while, 
thinking, Just com, just Indian com, 
just your li fe to go on, Ida and you. 
And then he put the com by the photo, 
by Slick on the TV stand. 
And then he wondered about the husk bundle. 
He couldn't figure it out. 
He'd grown up in Claremore all his life, 
Indians living all around him ... 
but Mary and Pete 



were the first Indians he'd ever known. 
He held the bundle in his hand, 
thinking, and then he decided not to take it 
to Oklahoma, and put it in the cupboard .... 

Bill and Ida returned a week later. 
Most of the folks had been at the funeral .... 
Some of the other folks said 
that someone had to make the sacrifice 

for freedom of democracy and all that, 
and that's what Slick had died of, for. 

He's done his duty for America, 
look at how much the past folks 
had to put up with, living a hard life, 

fighting off Indians to build homes 
on new land so we could live the way 

we are right now, advanced and safe .... 
Bill tried to say 

what was bothering him, that the mine 
that Slick had stepped on was American 
and that the fact he was in a dangerous place 
was because he was in an Army 

that was American, and it didn't seem 
to be the same thing as what they were saying 
about past folks fighting 

Indians for democracy 
and it didn't seem right somehow. 

But nobody really heard him .... 
By the time they got back to their mobile home, 

Bill knew what he was going to do 

with the bundle of sticks and feathers. 

He'd been thinking about it all the way 

on 1-40 from Oklahoma City, running 

it through his mind, what Slick had died of. 
Well because of the bomb, stepping 
on the wrong place, being in 
a dangerous place, but something else. 

The reason was something else, and though 
he wasn't completely sure about it yet 
he felt he was beginning to know. 
And he knew what he was going to do 

with the bundle in the cupboard. 

The next morning, he put it in his lunchpail 
and went to work. ... 

they were going down that morning, 

and he was glad for that for once .... 
After they went down he said 
he was going to go and check 
some cable and he made his way to a far end 
of a stope that had been mined out 
and stopped and put the bundle down 

behind a slab of rock. 
He didn't know what to do next, 

and then he thought of what Pete said, 
Say something about it. Well, he thought, 

I guess, Slick, you was a good boy, 
kind of wild, but good. I got this here 

Indian thing, feathers and sticks, 

8 

and at home, at home we got the com 
by your picture, and Pete and Mary said 
to do this because it's important 
even if we're Okies 

and not Indians who do this. 

It's for your travel they said 
and to help us with our life here 

from where you are at now and they said 

to maybe change things in a good way 

for a good life and God knows us Okies 

always wanted that though we maybe 

have been wrong sometimes. 
Well, I'm gonna leave this here 
by the rock. Pete said he didn't know 
exactly the right thing 

but somehow I believe he's more righter 
than we've ever been, and now I'm trying too. 
So you help us now, Slick. 

We need it, all the help we can get, 
even if it's just so much as holding up 

the roof of this mine that the damn company 
don't put enough timbers and bolts in, Bill said. 
And then he stepped back and left. 

When he got home that evening, 

he told Ida what he had done, and she said, 
Next spring I'm gonna plant that Indian com, 
and Slick, if he's gonna help hold up 
the roof of Section 17, better be able 

to help with breaking up that clay dirt too. 

Bill smiled and then chuckled with Ida. 

Illustrations by Bettina Martin 
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From Steve Arnold, Chino Valley, AZ 

This is to extol the joys and power of your seed. Chino 
Valley is north of Prescott at approximately 4800 feet 
elevation, 35°N. Grow-outs fell into two rough categories: 

Excellent Results. New Mexico amaranth: vigorous 
and prolific plants, but I suggest seeding like carrots rather 
than raking in, due to the burden of thinning. Mitla Black 

beans: prolific, delicious. Zuni Shalako beans: ditto the 
black, and beautiful to boot. Hopi Yellow Iimas: all-time 
best flavor, meaty! Tarahumara Pink lentils: vigorous, 
need little water. Hopi Black pintos: handsome, delicious. 
Paiute devil's claw: powerful producer, awesome when 
pickled. Hopi sweet corn. Navajo melon (ribbed oval): a 
joy to eat. Texas Black sorghum: birds love it. Mayo 

Blusher squash: eaten here in hushed gratitude. Acoma 

pumpkin: outstanding keeper devoured with glee. 
Tarahumara Mostaza: planted late September; survived 
the winter, now in bloom! Tastes great. Orach: plants grew 
to 6 feet, seeded prolifically, delicious. 

Mixed Results. Warty Bule and Tarahumara 

Canteen gourds: vigorous growth, but late maturing. Needs 
indoor start here. Tarahumara squash: failed to thrive, 
crossed with the grey zucchini. Cocolmeca wild beans: 

failed to flower/fruit. Guarijio Nescafe okra: slow grow
ing, low energy. Encinal Blue and Vadito Blue corns: low 
pest resistance, probably planted too early (May 25). 
Chimayo melon: very late to ripen; planted May 3 1  but still 
had frost before fruit was sweet. Epazote: nada; no se 
porque. Zuni tomatillo and all the chiles: too sensitive for 
my D' Artagnan-like indoor starting style. 

For those sensitive to the energy fields of living things, 
check out the seeds of Warty Bule, Tarahumara Canteen, 

and the Paiute devil's claw. !ZOW! 
As a friend of the Earth, I love what you are doing. As a 

citizen of the Universe, I salute the Spirit which mbves 
behind the scenes. As just a human, I dig the food. 

From La Titia Taylor, Southern Ute Indian Tribe 

Agriculture Extension, Ignacio, CO 

We have enjoyed your seed this past year, which we 
used in our youth garden. Seventeen kids and six adults 
participated. Everything we ordered grew. The garden was 
established in mid-June, and we harvested till October 6 (the 
first freeze). Some of the harvest was entered in our yearly 
Ute Fair by the kids. Enclosed are a portion of the seeds we 
saved and another order. We are excited to try new varieties. 
The kids loved seeing results from their hard work. Thank 
you for the special seed offer to Native Americans. 

From Paul Icenogle, Palatine, IL 

Last year I grew San Felipe and Vallero chiles for the 
first time. We had a cool summer in the Chicago area, and 
they didn't get hot, but they did produce well. With a longer 
than normal period before the first frost, we had many more 
ripen than usual. The flavor has been very good. We even 
sold several ristras at a craft show. One thing we noticed is 
that some Vallero peppers ripened a bright cherry red, while 
about half the plants had a chocolatelbrown fruit. (Mahina 
says this represents the variation within the population. The 
chiles are grown comme rically in a valley south of Casas 
Grandes, Mexico--ed.) 

From Matthew Miner, Wrentham, MA 

Our 1994 results with your seeds: Hopi Purple String 

beans were planted about May 12, didn't flower until about 
August 15, then bore madly until 25° frost hit on October 
1 1, after surviving several 3 1  ° evenings. Pretty tall bushes, 
lO- 12-foot vines! Very healthy, no pests to speak of, and 
housed various spiders in the foliage. Loved it! 

Apache Brown Striped sunflowers were 6--8-feet tall, 
big head, and several side heads. Only one ripened seed. 
The rest were infected with mold and tiny spiders and 
rotted. Mice then ate the seed. 

Chimayo, Tsile, and Pico de Gallo chiles all ripened 
2-4 fruits before frosts, with numerous green fruits, too. 
Pulled up and hung to dry by roots, all ripened 1-2 more 
fruits in the cellar. One Chimayo kept in a cold frame 
survived until October 27. 

The epazote was eaten by rabbits, and the I'itois 

onions faded and died. 
It was an odd year: we'd had 120 inches of snow, then a 

plague of mice. It didn't rain much until July, when it rained 
all the time, bursting tomatoes and chiles. Then it stayed dry 
until October frosts, very late for here. 

From Laurie Lovell, Hartsburg, MO 

We do have strange weather here in the Midwest! 
Spring of '94 had much more rainfall than "normal," but 
then we didn't get much more rain until early October, 
which was almost too late for harvesting. 

After the foxtail grass in the garden died down, there, 
hiding, were some surprises! San Juan Tsile chiles were 
quite prolific, and, while variable in heat, are labeled 
"HOT!" in my freezer! They didn't really bloom well until 
Fall Equinox, but then they really went to town. I got most 
of my harvest in October. I start my chiles in January inside 
and then move them when they have three leaves into a cold 



frame heated by a shop light. Lost the Chile Negros to 

excess rainfall in the seedflats, will try again as I want 

SOMETHING besides HOT peppers. Ordono chiles are 

always beautiful. I do have lesser germination with those, 

but I still get all I can use and give away. They make the 

most beautiful salsa accents! Sprouting chiltepines is not a 

problem for me-I soak them in hot urine for a couple of 

days. I'd say I get about a 45% germination rate, compared 

with about a 10% rate for non-soaked seeds. 

I must not be living right-I can't seem to get com to 

grow well here. I've tried Chapalote, Isleta Blue Flour, 

Yaqui Sweet, Hopi Sweet, Maricopa and Cocopah over 

the years. I've tried other hybrid and non-hybrid corns, too, 

short-season, medium-season and long-season. Most often I 

get tassels out of synch with the silks. I've tried saving 

pollen (I hand-pollinate, too), but it hasn't worked so far. 

Maybe my garden soil is too clayey. I feel bad about 

"wasting" these seeds, so I'm not going to try com for 

awhile. (Linda and Mahina wonder if you're planting 
enough corn, at least 100 plants. Also, try planting a second 
batch of seed about a week after the Jirst-ed.) 

I plant by the Moon and ask Mother Earth to bless my 

crops, too. May the Mother bless us all! 

From John Prescott, Hillsboro, OR 

I was excited to see the beauty and variation in the two 

packets of Tarahumara Tekomari runner beans received 

here. This seed order will expand the potential variability 

within this strain when I plant. Hopi Red Iimas were not in 

the catalog this year, so I'll plant this from my own seed. A 

'93 grow-out was successful (only five seeds planted under 

cloche in April as an experiment) in spite of the worst, 

wettest, coolest growing season ever. Had to hang vines 

indoors around November 1 to fmish drying the seed pods. 

My stock is from the pods that dried naturally before the 10-

foot vines were cut. 

I'm carrying over four chiltepines started from seed 

two years ago: Guarijio, Sinaloa, and 2 Pima Bajos. Zero 

germination on the Tohono O'odham (Rock Corral) 

chiltepines. The Guarijio tops out at 5 feet; the others are 

slightly over 4 feet. On all, the main stem base is about 3/4-

inch thick. These four plants have been subjected to horren

dously cruel and unusual punishment. They're in 3-gallon 

pots and wintered over in a leaky, unheated, unlit old shop 

building. My tools are in the way of the few small, dirty 

windows. Winter before last, they lost all their leaves; this 

winter they fared only slightly better. In spite of this, all the 

plants flourished last summer-grew, bushed out, and set 

hundreds of blossoms. The two Pima Bajos yielded 

hundreds of beautiful red chiltepines by the end of fall. The 

Guarijio is slightly later. From it, I harvested maybe two 

cups of green-to-ripening chiltepines that had reached full 

size. The Sinaloa is way late and set only a small number of 

chiltepines, which stayed green until February when a few 

pods began turning red. I noticed just yesterday (March 17) 
that new buds are starting to swell on the plants. 

Thanks for the work you do, the seeds, the great reading 

material, food, and food for thought. 

From Wilfried J. Studer, Netherland Antilles 

If it were possible at this moment on Jan. 29, I should 

like very much to spend a few hours midst all the plants. 

This is now planting season, and the seasonal rains are 

heavy and constant. 

I lost all of the wild tobacco-must have the incorrect 

soil or the ants ate the seeds. The wild cotton rendered only 

two seedlings now 6 inches high. I am still preparing the 

ground space for amaranth, sorghum, panic grass, and 

wildflowers. Clearing brush and hauling a spread of topsoil 

plus compost/mulch mix is for me hard, slow labor, but 

rewarding, and the sea is close-by so that I can just fall in 

when muscles and a very dirty self need immediate atten

tion. Much to do here in my Caribbean wilderness. 

From Christopher Whiting, Geneva, Switzerland 

Geneva is a tricky place to grow squash and peppers. 

Temperature changes 

and too much rain (and 

humidity) are the big

gest problems. How

ever, as you can see, 

Hopi squash, Acoma 

pumpkin, Hopi Black 

sunflower, and chil

tepines flourished last 

year. Those are Casa

do's chile, the seeds 

taken from a 3-year

old ristra.Hopi squash 

makes an excellent 

puree baked with 

cream. It tastes like a 

high-quality potato. 

I am an American of Shawnee descent and have lived in 

Switzerland for about ten years with my family. 

Seed Bank Workshop at NS/S 
By Linda Parker, Curator of Seeds 

A workshop entitled Small-Scale Seed Bank Manage

ment for Botanical Gardens, Museums, Communities, and 

Etlmobotanical Gardens was held at Sylvester House on 

March 15. The workshop was presented by NS/S seed 

curator Linda Parker, research director Dr. Gary Paul 

Nabhan, and Dr. Ed Guerrant. Dr. Guerrant is the conserva

tion director and seed bank curator at the Berry Botanic 

Garden in Portland, OR. He is also seed bank advisor for 

the Center for Plant Conservation. 

The discussion focused on the principles and practices 

of small-scale, ex situ conservation of seeds from wild 

plants and folk crop varieties. Topics included harvesting, 

drying, and frozen storage to maintain long-term viability. 

Demonstrations included different types of seed packaging 

to prevent mositure absorption and germination tests. 

After the workshop, Dr. Guerrant met with members of 

the NS/S staff for an informal seed bank evaluation. There 

is always room for improvement, and we will be working 

toward making a few changes to ensure the best possible 

storage of our seeds. 



Letters to Native Seeds/SEARCH 
Dear Native Seeds/ SEA RCH, 

I just wanted to write to commend you on your superbly 
helpful manager at the Native Seeds/SEARCH New Mexico 
office. I drove through New Mexico late last December and 
was wanting to try and see that new office. (1' d been to the 
Tucson office once, years ago.) 

Unfortunately, my schedule didn't allow me the leeway 
to visit during business hours, but Brett Bakker was ex
tremely helpful, taking time off from his other work to meet 
with me during his lunch hour. He was courteous, friendly, 
and quite knowledgeable about the seeds, as well as many of 
the issues concerning their survival. 

Also, importantly, he had an excellent grasp of Native 
American culture and a sympathetic understanding of 
Native Americans' viewpoints-which is something quite 
rare in an Anglo. He seemed skilled as well as dedicated, 
and I hope that he stays with you a long time! 

Wade R. Wofford 

Dear N S/S, 
My husband and I enjoyed the last newsletter, and we 

marvelled that seeds grown in the American Southwest 
could have their descendants planted and eaten by a moose 
in Norway! 

Susan Grundy Ledoux 

Dear NS/S staff, 
I loved your article on "Changing of the Guard!" I've 

always admired Mahina although I don't think I've ever met 
her. The idea of a "big, full, unmanageable" life appeals to 
me so much that the unmanageable part in my own life has 
ceased to disturb me. Thank you! 

Gail Tierney 

Who Controls Your Seeds? 
By K. Kendrick 

The so-called farmers' exemption to the Plant Variety 
Protection Act (PVP A), has been eliminated by Congress 
and limited by the U.S. Supreme Court. This is the latest 
blow to farmers' right to save and distribute seeds, which 
historically has helped to preserve diversity in crop plants. 

"Should farmers lose the right to save, swap or sell 
proprietary seed with farmer neighbors, they will have no 
choice but to return year after year to the seed companies for 
seed. Farmers would essentially become mere renters of 
germplasm," warned a friends-of-the-court brief in which 
Native Seeds/SEARCH participated. 

The Plant Variety Protection Act extends patent-like 
protection to breeders of "novel" plant varieties (see SN 47, 
p. 7, for more on the PVPA). One exemption to this mo
nopoly control had been the right of farmers to sell to other 
farmers the seed of a crop they produced from a protected 
variety. Last year, under pressure from multinational seed 
companies, Congress amended the Act to eliminate the 
farmers' exemption after April 4, 1995. 

Meanwhile, a case concerning the farmers' right was 
pending before the Supreme Court. The case pitted a farm 
family, which had sold its crop of proprietary soybeans to 
other farmers, against Asgrow Seed Company, a subsidiary 
of Upjohn Pharmaceutical. RAFI-USA (Rural Advancement 
Foundation International) initiated the friends-of-the-court 
brief and recruited NS/S, Seed Savers Exchange, and 
several other groups to join in submitting it. 

The brief argued that "plant varieties are distinct from 
other kinds of 'inventions,' because no plant breeder starts 
from scratch in developing a new variety. Modem plant 
breeders ... build on the accumulated success and innovation 
of generations of farmers and breeders. Historically ... 
America's farmers undertook countless 'experiments' and, 
through mass selection, developed literally tens of thou
sands of novel plant varieties. It was the farmers' success in 
selecting and breeding these crops that helped to build the 
agricultural base of the United States." 

Since passage of the PVP A in 1970, transnational 
corporations have bought out more than 500 family-owned 
seed companies worldwide and now control most agricul
tural research and development. "As a result, many old 
varieties have disappeared forever," noted the brief. 

The Court held 7-1 (Justice Stevens dissented) that 
farmers could sell only that seed saved for replanting of 
their own acreage. The decision is, of course, moot, since 
Congress has totally eliminated farmers' rights to re-sell 
harvested seed to other farmers. Will growers' rights to save 
seed be the next target of the giant seed companies? 

I t's now quicker and easier than ever 
to haul big loads. Our garden carts 

naturally balance heavy loads to take 
the strain off your arms and back. 

Five sizes' Heavy duty steel wheel s • 1/2" AB 
exterior g rade plywood' Easy sliding front panel 

for dumping big loads' Extra-strong 3/4" 
chrome-plated steel axle' The Carts Vermont 

unconditional no-questions-asked guarantee 

DEAR FRIENDS OF NS/S: 
Because CARTS VERMONT 

believes in the mission of 

NATIVE SEEDS/SEARCH, 
a donation of 10% of your net 

cart purchases, after shipping 

costs, will be made by us to 

further their important work. 

Terald Wilson, President 

Carts Vermont 

Send for FREE information and prices today! 

CARTS V ERMONT 

1890 Airport Parkway 

South Burlington, V T  05403 

Dept. NS495 Phone: (802) 862-6304. Fax: (802) 862-2304 

\: 



News & Notes 
Come to Voices of the Land, May 4---A benefit reading 

for Native Seeds by Byrd Baylor, Simon Ortiz, and Gary 

Paul Nabhan. The reading will take place at the Tucson 
Center for the Performing Arts, 408 S. 6th Ave., on Thurs
day, May 4 at 7 : 30 p.m. Tickets are $5 in advance, $6 at the 
door. Purchase them at Antigone Books, Books West 
Southwest, Haunted Book Shop, or Native Seeds/SEARCH. 

TBG Herb Fair, May 13. This springtime event is a 
favorite at the Tucson Botanical Gardens. Native Seeds/ 
SEARCH join s  other vendors in presenting a fragrant and 
delight ful array of herb seedlings, seeds, foods, and crafts 
on Saturday, May 13, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. 

San Juan's Day, June 24. Join us for our annual sunrise 
ceremony to call and welcome the summer rains. Call for 
more information. 

Adios, amiga. How, compaiiera. At the end of April, we 
bid farewell to L inda Parker, NS/S curator of collections, 
who for the past n ine years has made the seed room a warm 
and welcoming place. Few people have Linda ' s  practical 
desert gardening know-how, and almost no one matches her 
extensive knowledge o f  Southwestern crops. But for all of 
her formidable experience and great cooking, what we will 
miss most is Linda hersel f, a s  she and her family rediscover 
the deciduous forests and rain-fed soils of the Midwest. 
Fortunately, Dr. Suzanne Nelson, who has been studying the 
possibilities of sustainable forest products from Mexico's 
Sierra Madre, will be taking over as seed curator. A sum
mary of Suzanne's work on intercropping was featured in 
Seedhead News 45. 

Summer Field School in Southwestern Ethnobotany, 

May 23-June 10. Colorado College's Baca Campus offers 
a three-week field course in ethnobotany using the San Luis 
Valley as a laboratory to examine the mutual interactions 
between humans and plants and the importance of plants to 
indigenous populations. Native Seeds board members 
Theresa Boone, Enrique Saim6n, and Gary Paul Nabhan are 
among the facuIty. The $ 1525 fee includes tuition, fees, 
room and board. More information: Dr. Marianne L .  Stoller, 
Dept. of Anthropology, Colorado College, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80903. Phone: 7 19-389-6362. 

Natural Resources Summer Camp at Haskell Indian 

Nations U., July 12-17. The camp outside Junction City, 
K S  is for Native American students in grades 7- 12, who 
will learn about the environment from an indigenous 
perspective while exploring the Konza Tallgrass Prairie and 
other habitats. The camp is sponsored by U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, E PA, and Haskell Indian Nations Univer
sity. More information : Bill Welton, Natural Resources 
Program, Haskell Indian Nations University, 155 Indian 
Ave., Lawrence, K S  66046. Phone: 9 13 -749-8409. 
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Mid-America Prayer 

Standing again 

within and among all 

things, 

Standing with each 

other 

as sisters and brothers, 

mothers and fathers, 

daughters and sons, 

grandmothers and 

grandfathers-

the past and present genera

tions of our people, 

Standing again 

with and among all items of 

life, 

the land, rivers, the mountains, 

plants, animals, 

all life that is around us 

that we are included with, 

Standing within the circle of 

the horizon, 

the day sky and the night sky, 

the sun, moon, the cycle of seasons 

and the earth mother which sustains us, 

Native Seeds/SEARCH 

2509 N. Campbell Ave. #325 
Tucson, Arizona 85719 
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By Simon Ortiz 
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anding �gain 

WIth all thmgs 

that have been in the past, 

_ that are in the present, 

= and that will be in the 

-_ .. 

-
=== future 

..= we acknowledge ourselves ������: to be in a relationship that 

is responsible 

and proper, that is loving and 

compassionate, 

for the sake of the land and all 

people; 

we ask humbly of the creative 

forces of life 

that we be given a portion 

with which to help ourselves 

so that our struggle 

and work will also be creative 

for the continuance of life, 

Standing again, within, among all 

things 

we ask in all sincerity, for hope, 

courage, peace, 

strength, vision, unity and continuance. 
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